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GMWS Member Goes Up, Up and Away
Amateur Radio operator and flying enthusiast Pete Galligan, NJ2VT,
fulfilled a life-long dream of flying a gyroplane in late March this year.
After a few phone calls and emails, Pete made an appointment for an
introductory flight lesson at Auto Gyro USA, headquartered at the Bay
Bridge Airport, in Stevensville, MD. A gyroplane, sometimes called an
auto gyro, or even “gyrocopter,” appears similar to a traditional helicopter, but the principles of flight are quite different.
Gyroplanes, such as the Auto Gyro Cavalon shown at left, feature a
main rotor for lift which gives it that helicopter “look.” However, gyroplane rotors are free-wheeling; they spin because of air that goes
through the bottom of the rotor to the top (almost like a pinwheel).
When the rotor spins fast enough, typically in the 400 rpm range, the
rotor airfoil produces
Auto Gyro Cavalon
enough lift to enable the
aircraft to fly. A motordriven propeller, typically at the rear of the
aircraft, provides forward movement.
Flight instructor Bob Snyder introduced the
Cavalon to Pete on a mostly overcast, but
calm morning at Bay Bridge Airport. The
Cavalon is a German design, with the main
Interior of the Cavalon
body made out of composites, and an aluminum frame and rotor. The interior is well laid out, and features dual controls, customized
flight instruments, and very comfortable seats.
This is one comfortable flying machine!
The seats just feel “right,” and you get the
idea you’re sitting in a high-end Porsche,
rather than a light sport aircraft. Before we
started the engine, Bob explained the panel
layout, instrumentation, and location of key
controls (throttle, brakes, etc.). Directional
control is handled by the control “stick,”
along with rudder pedals. And yes, there IS
a radio! It’s a VHF radio that uses amplitude modulation (AM) for both navigation
The smile says it all. NJ2VT in the Cavalon
(NAV) and voice communications (COM).
Most of the flight instruments are electronic, rather than relying on dated vacuum-operated technology.
What’s it like to fly the Cavalon? In a word: AMAZING! Takeoff requires a brief prerotation of the main rotor to get it to spin around 300 rpm. The rotor is then tilted back to
maximize the amount of air going through it, and the throttle is gently advanced to propel the
aircraft forward. Unlike a traditional airplane, an auto gyro must be given enough time for
the rotor speed to increase to at least 400 rpm prior to lifting off. However the takeoff roll is
very short…on this day we were in the air in less than 250 feet of runway. Once airborne,
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the main rotor is tilted back just
enough to catch sufficient air for
the main rotor to maintain rotation. The view is spectacular, because the Cavalon’s windows are
huge. As such, visibility is excellent. I found the Cavalon surprisingly easy to fly, and one of the
most enjoyable experiences of my
life. I’ll be back!

Pete's first takeoff from Bay Bridge Airport.
That’s Chesapeake Bay Bridge in the
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Prez-Sez June 2018
June already?
I hope everyone has been enjoying this beautiful weather! I know I have been. I have a few things
Forest N1BBQ
this month for everyone. Field Day is right around the corner, we hope to see everyone there.
We are still looking for elected officials and representatives from Served Agencies. If you know anyone, contact Janet, KB1DSR so she can send them an invite!
We have had a bunch of people interested in helping out with our Monday night Nets and I want to
thank everyone who has signed up!
I have been talking with members of the CVARC (Central VT Amateur Radio Club). They have a
repeater on top of Lincoln (Near Sugarbush) as well as one up in Williamstown. They are hoping to
get some linked coverage down our way possibly on a part time basis to start. To do this I'm working
on a way to get our club repeater onto one of the IP networks, most likely All-star at this point. This
would also let us link in others for our Monday net. I'm also working on setting up a node at my
house in Castleton to cover the Rt 30 corridor so our members in Poultney can get into the net easier!
So stay tuned on details of that project, and let me know if you are interested in helping out or have
input!
That's all I have for this month and I'll see everyone at the June Meeting on the 12th!
...
Forest Immel

GMWS Has A New Website Address and Updated News!
Rich WB2RUM has been busy updating the gmws web page and while the look is the same, there are many informational updates.
The address is now: http://ksi.dyndns.org/gmws/. The Links Page has many interesting points to check out, including a copy of the
latest FD Logging program.
Check it out and if you have news or information please submit it to Rich WB2RUM - (while you are sending it to Key Klicks, of
course!) He is also appreciative of help picking up problems with any information, broken links or connections.

JUN/JUL 2018 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.
If you cannot make your appointed turn, please find a replacement and swap with them then you take their spot.

04 jun

Ann Mary ab1ch

rc

02 jul

Ann Mary ab1ch

rc

11 jun

Steve w1sfr

tr

09 jul

Ben kc1hhe

tr

18 jun

Forrest n1bbq

rc

16 jul

Forest n1bbq

rc

23 jul

Scott w1sbw

tr

25 jun

Zak k1zk

tr

30 jul

Steve w1sfr

rc

06 aug

Zak k1zk

tr

Have some summer FUN!!! Impress your friends!!! Be valued by other NC Op’s! Why not step up to help out with taking one
week a month to cover for NC operators? Contact AB1CH@nfmra.org to let me know if you can help out. TY AB1CH
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GMWS Ten Years Ago
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& Sometimes More!

What made Field Day special in 2008 was dedicating that Field Day to Lynn Parker WB1HHG
-SK, one of the founders of Green Mountain Wireless Society. Lynn used the term “fun factor”
applied to Field Day. We work at getting all those things on the checklist ready, we work hard
at doing them, and we get results. Gary W1ECH had the checklist. Rich WB2RUM has refined the logging software so we can check “dupes” (duplicates) quickly. If something broke John Gladding N1HLG-SK had the part
and/or the tool to do the fix.
There was a notice in Key Klicks from Bob Stewart N1NCT and Rob Mather N1XSS asking for ham volunteers
to operate at check stations with Emergency Communications for the Vermont 100 Endurance Race. One horse,
one rider, one 24-hour day (really 30-hr). Mandatory rest stops allowed checkups by veterinarians made it seem to
take longer. The emphasis is on the horses. Starting at 4 AM Saturday, positioning ham operators was a sort of
relay. As all entries finished passing one checkpoint operator(s) were assigned to another place ahead of the leaders. We were placed in the woods looking north. The rubber duck antenna did not work on the 2 meter HT but a
homemade copper Yagi did work.
Complied by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

So what are the advantages and
disadvantages of this system?

memory capacity that can hold up to 160,000 digital contacts,
40,000 channels, 10,000 Talk Groups, and up to 250 zones/scan
groups.
The disadvantages to this system are the levels of knowledge
required by a user. This operation is not for a casual user. Users
must thoroughly understand what that are doing since they have the
potential to tie up over 1,000 repeaters with one PTT. The other
disadvantage is that there is no ability to recover a signal that is too
weak. In an analog system, you can sometimes “pull someone
through” the noise. By the
nature of digital radio, this
cannot happen: you are either
in all the way, or very nearly
all the way, or you aren’t in at
all.
Another fast-growing segment of the DMR population is
the use of DMR “hotspots.”
Hotspots, such as the RFShark
“OpenSpot” can greatly enhance the capability of even a
simple DMR HT, as they act as
a low-power DMR repeater right in your own home! The inexpensive OpenSpot connects via Ethernet cable to your home router, and
operates in the UHF band. It’s a simple matter to configure a hotspot
such as OpenSpot to work with your HT or mobile rig, and connect
to worldwide DMR networks such as Brandmeister. This opens up
yet another “world” in the DMR realm to the radio amateur.
If you’d like to monitor DMR before you make an investment, we
suggest you try the following URL from your PC:
http://hose.brandmeister.network/scan/.
You should see a screen similar to the one, below:

DMR Digital Mobil Radio Continued from May, page 3 last
month.
First, you can, with a hand-held or mobile unit, reach all corners of
the world. This is a digital system and if you get an acknowledgement beep, it is likely your signal is going to be excellent. If you
look at the second screen shot above, in the last columns you can see
signal loss and before that signal strength. While the ultimate goal
is to have 0% packet loss, if you have little loss, your audio will be
perfectly clear. It is when you get higher loss, the digital voice decoder will no longer be able to reconstruct your voice to analog and
hence not access the system. Another advantage is greatly increased
battery life between charges for portable operation. This is because a
DMR transmitter is idle about half the time it is transmitting (only
transmitting on one of two time slots at a time). Users can expect
about a 40% increase in useful battery life between charges compared to traditional analog FM use.
Finally, I will mention how the Zone feature is used in the ham
application. I use the zone feature to select the repeater I wish to
use: My Zone 1 is Pico. The 16 channel positions on my radio are
set up each with a different Talk Group: If I want to use Vermont
Statewide going through Pico, I go to Zone 1 (Pico) and channel 6
(Vt Statewide). You can program in many zones into most radios.
People ask if it is VHF or UHF. Most stations in Vermont are on the
UHF band, but in terms of use, it makes no difference. What matters is what talk group you transmit on – as I said above, any transmission on a given talk group will go out to all repeaters with that
talk group assigned.
Note that there are inexpensive but well-built radios out there that
are not limited by a 16-position “zone/channel” switch. An example
of this is the AnyTone AT-D868UV dual-band HT. This HT will
Again the link for the DMR Guide, a free download….
operate on VHF/UHF, analog and/or digital, and has a very large
https://www.raqi.ca/~ve2rae/dmr/amateur_Radio_Guide_to_DMR.pdf
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VA Radio Amateur Completes Contacts on All 29 Ham Bands

The variometer at WA1ZMS for 2200 meters is built from
readily available components. Photo by: Brian Justin
[WA1ZMS]
Brian Justin, WA1ZMS, in Virginia, saved the lowest band for
last. On April 11, he completed a CW contact on the new 2200meter band with K3MF in Pennsylvania, wrapping up a sweep of
completed contacts on all 29 Amateur Radio bands. Justin is a bit
of an old school guy -- he worked K3MF on CW, and now he's
awaiting a QSL card. A paper QSL card.
"Wow!" Justin told ARRL. "Not an easy QSO. Had to use TMO
reporting, but we did it as if it was an Earth-Moon-Earth QSO."
In TMO reporting, T = Signal just detectable; M = Portions of
call copied, and O = Complete call set has been received. Justin
used his Icom IC-7300 for his receiver. "I needed the AGC on to
keep the static crashes from blowing my ears off," he recounted.
His antenna for both receiving and transmitting was a 160-meter
dipole fed as a Marconi T antenna against ground. "A 2.5 mH
variometer built on a 5-gallon bucket is used to tune the antenna
to resonance," he explained. "Ground impedance at 136 kHz is
around 40 ohms, so most of the RF is lost as heat in the Earth."
Justin said it took several hundred dollars' worth of ground rods
and copper wire to attain the 40-ohm ground impedance, given
soil conditions at his location.
"I started with 100 W," Justin said. "K3MF had trouble hearing
me -- his QRM was 20 dB over S-9. So we set up a new sked. I
added the kW amp on
my end, and as soon as
I hit 600 W, all of the
smoke detectors in the
house went off from
the RF." He said he
had to stay at 500 W
for the contact. Reception was a challenge as

well. "All light dimmers need to be off, so I
can hear anything," he said. Input to the antenna system is one thing on 136 kHz. Effective radiated power (ERP) is another. Justin's
ERP was 500 mW, just 3 dB below the FCC
limit for the band.
-Justin said he started working his way through the bands at the
high end of the spectrum, those allocations above 24 GHz. "By
the time 2002 came around, I had managed to have built enough
millimeter-wave gear to complete formal QSOs, with QSL cards,
on all the bands at the time," he told ARRL. "On the bands above
24 GHz, I had to build two stations and pass one off to K2AD,
W4WWQ, or WA4RTS to be on the other ends of these VUCCs
and QSOs."
To consider it a valid contact, Justin said he used the New England Weak Signal Group (NEWS: http://www.newsvhf.com/
) guideline of at least a 1-kilometer distance on each band.
"While at first this seems very easy, very few hams have even
had a QSO across a bench top on bands like 134 GHz, much less
over 1 kilometer," he said.
By 2003, Justin had confirmed contacts (and paper QSLs) on
each band from 1.8 MHz to 300 GHz. He submitted his cards to
NEWS, which presented him with a framed award and plaque -the very first "Worked All Bands Award."
Since then, a few ham bands have changed. For example, the 2.5millimeter band shifted from 120 GHz to 122 GHz, and the 2millimeter band moved down from 145 GHz to 134 GHz. "In
order to stay current with the award, I built gear for those new
allocations as well and made QSOs,
VUCCs, and more DX," he said.
Throughout this process, he earned
the first-ever ARRL VUCC Awards
for 47 GHz, 76 GHz, 122 GHz, 134
GHz, and 241 GHz, and even went
so far as to make the first contact on
a less-than-1-millimeter band, 322
GHz. "Many world DX records
were made as well along the way,"
he said. "The most rewarding one
for me was 114 kilometers on 241
GHz."
A GMWS founding-When 630 and 2200 meters became father: Brian WA1ZMS
official last year, Justin had his
work cut out for him. As one of the ARRL WD2XSH Experimental stations, he made quick work of 630 meters, contacting
NO3M on SSB the day after the band opened for Amateur Radio
work. His CW QSO on 2200 meters came last week -- about 250
kilometers (155 miles). He's hoping to see the QSL card this
week.
Submitted by Frank
W1AD
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GMWS Minutes May 8 2018
Green Mountain Wireless Society Regular meeting minutes 8-May-2018
Rutland Police Community Room 108 Wales St., Rutland VT
Meeting called to order at 18:08 with 25 members present. Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room
-Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved. Secretary & VP no reports. Treasurer Report Rick N1UF: We are solvent. Vice President Sam W1IBR: No report. President Report Forest N1BBQ: See new business
-Elections: The results are in! Our Vice president Sam W1IBR decided not to run again for office this year and Rich WB2RUM was
voted in as our new VP. So here is the list of officers for 2018/19: President-Forest N1BBQ; VP-Rich WB2RUM; Secretary-Caid
W1CX; Treasurer-Rick N1UF. A BIG thank you as given to Sam W1IBR for his service to the club as VP.
Field Day: The list was gone over and everything is in order. 1 more meeting until field day!
Fall has two presentations planned one on DMR and one on the VT interconnect VHF linking project. Forest N1BBQ will have
meeting dates as soon as they become available and will be passed along to the membership via email and will be also posted on the
club Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/W1GMW/
Repeater building party will be towards the fall. The question was raised about the possibility of erecting a tower onsite. Forest
N1BBQ will contact the site owners and see what they will allow us to build and see what improvements can be made without affecting tax value. Once that information is obtained the board will put together a work plan and present it to the membership for review and discussion.
Scott W1SBW will go to Mitchel's in Pittsford to begin putting together a clothing order for club apparel. Forest N1BBQ will email
an order form to the membership once the information is obtained. Meeting adjourned @ 19:49
Respectfully submitted by GMWS secretary Caid W1CX

LobsterCom 2018 Down to The Wire
****Lobstercon2018! ****campground reservations have now been confirmed! We will be gathering at Thomas Point Beach & Campground on the weekend of July 13, 14 & 15 2018.........
New England’s premiere QRP gathering – a weekend of Radio, QRP, camping, BBQ eating, operating,
socializing, lobster eating, giant kite flying, prize winning, all round great QRP time. A $40.00 registration fee gets you wake-up coffee & donuts ( if you wake up early enough) and 2 GIANT meals on
Saturday: a BBQ lunch and FRESH Maine lobster dinner. LobsterCon lobsters are so fresh they are
guaranteed to pinch you before they go into the pot (but we keep the rubber bands on 'em for your
safety & protection) Pictures of all the fun had by Lobsterconners at previous years events can be
found at: http://www.newenglandqrp.org (Ed note: I have found that even QRP wanna-be’s like myself are more than welcome. Great Ham Fun! Bring the family! AB1CH) To see a list of activities and
REGISTER@ http://www.qrpme.com/?p=product&id=L18 Click Purchase upper right corner.
Lest you worry about not knowing anyone - Kiernan and I will be there and many Ham friends you never
knew you had… you may be surprised at who goes! Is lucky FD-shirt enough of a hint? You will be at the
group site so no need to reserve a camp spot. There is I think an $8/day charge for Thomas Point when
you get there. Ann Mary AB1CH

2017 Hurricane Names Will Retire
April 13, 2018 | by The Weather Channel Staff: Four names on the 2017 hurricane name list will be retired: Harvey, Irma, Maria,
and Nate. Here's the reasoning behind the decision and what the new names will be. For How’s and Why-for video: https://
weloveweather.tv/video/2017-hurricane-names-retired/?tm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cnewsletter041318

NASA's Juno Jupiter Probe Exceeds
Expectations, Says Team
With a volume some 1300 times that of Earth, Jupiter is so large that its importance in the formation and dynamics of our early solar system can’t be overstated. But thanks to NASA’s $1.13 billion Juno probe, currently in Jupiter orbit, the mission’s science team hopefully will continue reaping data about this
outsized behemoth until 2022. Copied from: Forbs/science/ #WhoaScience
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucedorminey/2018/03/12/nasas-juno-jupiter-probe-exceeds-expectations-says-science-team/amp/
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Anderson Power Pole Review

Field Day Antenna Build

In recent months I have noticed the terms Rigrunner or Anderson Powerpoles mentioned. Many older hams easily recognize these terms and
to myself they are more or less interchangeable. Of course, the Powerpole is the plug. I first heard about them while studying the popular
EmCom classes many of
us took a while back. The
ARRL and various agencies envisioned them as
standard equipment which
would allow us to go to
any event or use various
pieces of equipment and
they would all have a
standard plug across all
brands of equipment. That said, they are handy little plugs which allow
you to safely plug and unplug your equipment (provided everything is
wired correctly) easily and quickly without having to configure a plug
or connection when sometimes operating remotely.
That’s where West Mountain Radio’s RIGrunner product comes into the
picture, West Mountain Radio sells a product called a “RIGrunner“,
which is basically a 12 volt, fused, power distribution system, which
uses Anderson Powerpole technology for connections(See powerpole
ends circled above.) . West Mountain Radio sells several versions of
this product, ranging from one with four DC outputs, to one with twelve
DC outputs. Some models have voltage indicators on them, and some
models do not. One is called a RIGrunner H, for horizontal version.
What this means is that the device has the Powerpole connectors pointing horizontally out of the side, as opposed to pointing up out of the
device. The devices also has four mounting holes on ears on each side,
for mounting. The RIGrunner is solid, it is built well, and if you shake
it nothing rattles! Each output is rated at full output, so you can just
add, or change, a fuse and plug your device in. Be sure to not exceed
the total device rating, which is 37 amps at 12 volts. Enough of what I
have to say about the RIGrunner, lets see what West Mountain Radio
has to say about their product.

Forest N1BBQ and Caid W1CX are planning a build-a-thon
workshop at the 2018 Field Day site. Check out this site for a
picture of what it should look like but at a considerable savings.
Forest assures us, “Ours will not be that much, but people need
to pre-register before June 13 and hope to keep the cost between
25-50 bucks. Between Caid W1CX and myself (Forest N1BBQ)
we have a lot of the materials needed but need to fabricate some
of the parts ahead of time.
For a look at what the antenna will look like, see;

West Mountain Radio sales blurb:
The RIGrunner product line offers the most convenient and safest way
to connect all your 12 VDC equipment to a power source. RIGrunner
utilizes a 13.8 VDC power panel with simple-to-use Anderson Powerpole® connectors. Standardize all of your 12 VDC connections using
the amateur radio ARES & RACES, RSGB, ARRL Powerpole® system. Contact us for alternate voltage versions up to 55 VDC
or for your custom RIGrunner requirements. West Mountain Radio also
offers network DC power controllers in the 4005i product line.
West Mountain Radio offers RIGrunners for every station and every
budget.
As another aside, if you need to remove your radio from your vehicle or
install another it is a short run to the Rigrunner and a matter of just fulling the plug. This also comes in handy if you are going to have electrical work don on your car and you wish to isolate your radio/equipment,
Simply pull the main 40AMP
fuse.
Content copied from various
web sources and personal use.

Sign up is mandatory and you must contact Forest prior to the
June 13th meeting.
To sign up go to:
https://goo.gl/forms/5325vysy3LIo2baH3
Email Forest at techieforest@gmail.com with any questions!

The Call Went Out for help!
Forest sent the following email through the group-list asking for
help as NC-OP’s:
Hi folks, Ann Mary and Steve have been doing an amazing
with the net control duties for our Monday night net and I think
I speak for everyone by saying want to thank them for being
there and keeping the net alive. They have been asking for at
least 2 other members to get involved for a couple of years now,
and I think it's high time we step up to help.
I am appealing to you all directly to lend a hand and give Ann
Mary and Steve a break. The net is simple to manage and check
-ins are usually around 8-10 stations max. The procedure is all
written down and all you have to do is read the guide document
and keep track of who checks in. Really easy.
So, lets see if we can get at least a couple more folks to help
out. Half an hour once a month is all it takes. Shoot me an
email and we can add you to the list of Net Control ops. Ann
Mary or Steve will let you know when you are scheduled to run
the net. Thanks in advance for your help! 73, Forest, N1BBQ
President, GMWS. Continued Page #7
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Answering The Call!!!
Stepping up to the plate in response to Forest’s (N1BBQ) call
for help we now have an additional three (3) operators who will
soon start to cycle into place on the NC rotation.
It might not seem like much, but IMHO this is a big deal!
Please welcome to the GMWS Net Control: Ben KC1HHE,
Scott W1SBW, Forest N1BBQ and Zak K1ZK.
Many Hams Make Light Work! Along with Steve W1SFR and
Ann Mary AB1CH each operator will only be called into service once every six (6) weeks.

FOR SALE: Samlex 1212
Power Supply
This is a brand-new, unused
power supply, with enough
current to power most 50W
transceivers. It’s yours for $75
complete…a great buy!
Contact Pete, NJ2VT, at pwgalligan@gmail.com

Steve, W1SFR: Morse Key Maker
W1SFR.com

ALL PICTURES SHOWN FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSE ONLY.PRODUCTS COULD VARY

FOR SALE by K1ZK
Yaesu FT-100D mobile HF/VHF allmode transceiver & accessories.
-Join us in welcoming our new slate of officers for the
Works fine except UHF TX not funccoming year. In keeping with the club By-Laws, officers
tional (at least on CW/SSB) Includes
were elected at the Annual Meeting which was held in
the following accessories:
May. The helm is changed with the meeting after Field Day
*Anderson Powerpole power connectors already installed
in July.
on power lead
-New to our slate of officers is
* Newer replacement Yaesu MH-36B hand mic
Vice President Rich WB2RUM
* Yaesu FC-20 automatic antenna tuner & interface cable
-Serving for another year are:
(tunes up to 3:1 SWR)
President-Forest N1BBQ,
* Mobile mounting bracket & hardware
Secretary-Caid W1CX
*Most components needed for remotely mounting the conTreasurer-Rick N1UF
trol head, including home-brew control head cable
Thanks to these members for stepping up and taking the
*Adapter cable for boom mic (boom mic not included)
club into a new year of direction and fun. Thanks too, to all
Original owner & operating manual
the members who attended the meeting and voted.
ASKING $450. zmangane@comcast.net

GMWS 2018/19 Election News

Who's in Control of Your Station?
About a month or so before Field Day and certain other popular operating events, ARRL is inundated with questions about FCC
rules as they apply to Field Day and other operating events. We'll use Field Day in this article, but it is equally applicable in other
instances where there are questions on the type of control. Of course, every station must have a control operator (97.103). You normally operate your own station, but on Field Day, you often operate using someone else's station. You, the licensee, are responsible
for all transmissions from your station. During Field Day, many amateurs often use a single call sign, so the station licensee must
designate a control operator(s). Both the station licensee and the control operator are equally responsible for all transmissions
(97.103(a) and (b)). When you, the station licensee, designate others as control operators, you should make a note in the log. You are
no longer required to carry a photocopy of your license whenever you are the control operator of a station, but it's still a good idea.
For a detailed look at this topic, see FCC Rule Book available from Amateur Radio dealers).
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Edward On The .045
SUNDAY MAY 13,2018 at a little after 7 PM I had the pleasure of
speaking with Edward an eleven year old young man who has a
very fine handle on how to operate a microphone and who spoke
clearly and with distinction. He promised he would be at Field Day
to help or and I am sure he will do a fine job.
Edward was operating under the license of his Uncle Calvin
W1CLG who could be heard in the background offering advice.
Kudus to both Edward and Calvin I am sure we will be hearing
from them again. It is through this type of sharing that future ham
radio operators are inspired to get involved with the hobby.
Do you have an inspirational Ham Radio encounter or memory to
share? Send it to me. Ann Mary AB1CH@nfmra.org and I will try
to publish it in Key Klicks. How did you get interested?
UPCOMMING CONTESTS JUN, JUL, AUG & SEPT
June 2018
9-11 June VHF
16
Kids Day
23-24 Field Day

July 2018
14-15 IARU HF World
Championship

August 2018
4-5222MHz &Up Distance
Contest
18-1910GHz & Up –Round 1
19 Rookie Roundup – RTTY

September 2018
8-10 September VHF
15-16 10 GHz&Up Round 2
29-30 EME - 2.3 GHz & Up

JUNE 2018

Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:(all times are local)
Every Monday:

gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting)

Every day:

Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 MHz, 7:30 pm
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am

Every Sunday:

Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm

Upcoming VE sessions:

Burlington area VE ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
23JUN GMWS FIELD DAY SATURDAY 10:00AM
@rotary field behind high school, Stratton rd.
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY JUNE 12 RUT POLICE STA @ 108 WALES ST
RUTLAND, VT TALK-IN 147.045 +100

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Brad, N1VWD; Caid W1CX; Frank W1AD; Forest N1BBQ; Jeff N1YTY; Pete NJ2VT; Rex,
W1REX; Steve W1SFR; Rich WB2RUM
Please email suggestions/contributions to: AB1CH @ nfmra. org
(remove spaces)

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702

KEY KLIX: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY JUNE 2018
NOW ON FACEBOOK

